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Well, here's the grand event of sanctuary church. While we work to restore nations, they are busy 

divorcing Mrs. [Hyun Shil] Kang. She was declared true mother and through grotesque ceremony was 

married to Father in the spiritual world, simultaneously divorcing with True Mother. Prior to this, a 

member of Sanctuary Church, had read the long list of rumor 'crimes' of True Mother, sentencing her to 

house arrest, payment of financial compensation, and to spend the rest of her days in making video 

confessions of her past sins. Lovely! And somehow these evil, insane activities excite them. 

 

Watching this madness is all I have no strength -- bleeding from the eye... sadness and pain in the heart. 

But I can see spirituallythe evil spirits enjoying behind that, in their fantasy to destroy True Parents and 

God's providence. Read, Sanctuary Church Manipulated by Evil Emotions and My Dream with Mother 

and Hyung Jin 

 

"Sadly, I have to agree. They're doing the exact opposite of everything I learned from True Parents." 

Ewanson 

 

Hyung Jin and Kook Jin are now trying to create a religion founded on accusations. Then, using these 

accusations to justify changing the Divine Principle to a philosophy that gives them absolute power, even 

when they violate all principles and moral laws. They REPLACED Hoon Dok Hae with HATE TALK for 

morning inspiration. Add to this some guns, some conspiracy fears and a bunch of malleable, easy to 

manipulate people, and you get the Sanctuary Church. 

 

"Hear my son, your father's instruction, and forsake not your mother's teaching."(Proverb 1:8) 

 

 
 

Did Mrs. Kang Divorce St. Augustine? 

 

After divorcing Father, without asking him and against his words, now they have chosen a new 'bride' for 

him, Replacing True Mother with Mrs. Kang. Yes Mrs. Kang was blessed with one of the 4 great saints. 

We all remember how Father was asking her to give testimonies about their family life. 

 

It all looks like some fake theater of clowns. Probably that's the whole purpose. Leading the negative 

people so far off, that they can finally wake up and repent. We hope so! 

 

But how can they imagine, that Father could not recreate Perfect Eve in a whole life, yet Hyung Jin could 



 

 

"recreate perfected Eve" with just one short ceremony? This shows their complete ignorance of the 

Principle and the actual process of Growth and Restoration. Yet, in their minds, "based on the unity of 

Cain and Abel" Hyung Jin nim and Kook Jin nim can now divorce their mother and proclaim her, "the 

mother of harlots and the Whore of Babylon." Which sounds like Divine Principle upside-down! 

 

On 23rd Sep. Sanctuary Church conducted a Ceremony accusing True Mother for more than one hour and 

declaring she ain't the wife of father based on a fake video they use from 16th July 2012. The Ceremony 

concluded by placing Mrs. Kang in the position of new wife of True Father. 

 

COMMENT: For Sanctuary Church, this is the Judgment Day -- they make a court case and accuse, 

accuse -- as they did in this Ceremony. Same like RESENTFUL SPIRITS for them the whole purpose of 

life is just to REVENGE. That's why Hyung Jin is the beloved leader, who is fulfilling their deepest 

desire for gossiping, accusing, judging and chasing revenge. That's why they feel so uplifted by his hours 

of hate speech. It might be true that Hyung Jin took LUCIFER'S NATURE to Restore it. 

 

FFUWP Working for Peace Vs. Sanctuary Church Wretched State 

 

This strange ceremony is happening in time when we clearly see that soon Nations will be restored on 

God's side, centered on True Mother. While True Mother is restoring nations and spreading the Culture of 

Heart, exactly in accordance with Father's words and tradition: 

 

"Our original mother was supposed to attend God, build the kingdom of peace and create a 

heaven and earth that is full of peace." CSG 

 

Sanctuary Church are involved in Clown like destructive activities, totally off from the recent providential 

work. They teach a culture of Judging, criticizing and even murdering True Mother. And again Father's 

words explain it best: 

 

"Satan invaded and brought human beings to a wretched state." CSG 

 

Their Selfish Motivation is Visible 

 

We can clearly see that, the motivation moving Hyung Jin and Kook Jin, is only how to get out of the 

need to follow the Principle and Father's words, which are based on the concept of True Parents. For that 

purpose they long struggled to redefine the term or replace positions in it. 

 

1. Kook Jin proclaimed Divine Principle and CSG are not important, because Father changed his 

teachings in the very last years. Read..  

 

2. They tried to replace True Mother with Yeonah unsuccessfully, so now they do second attempts with 

Mrs. Kang. For the purpose they divorced Mrs. Kang from the St. Augustine and divorce True Father, 

neglecting the fact that Divorce is unacceptable in Father's teachings. 

 

Remember, Father scolded the leaders, not to be misled by True Children; his children are not the leader, 

he said, "They ignore me and claim that their decisions are better than mine. It's ridiculous!" Father 

stressed, "There are so many lies that they are saying, claiming its essence is true, or Father approved this 

or that." (Audio record of Father) 

 

Lying to Divorce their Father: Unforgivable 

 

Sanctuary Church lecturers like to quote Father's last public speech: "I Have no wife! Mother is doing 

whatever she likes!" (July 16, 2012). How easy! Take wrong translation and claim this is a public 

declaration where Father divorced True Mother, so there are no True Parents, he is single and in need of a 

new bride. 

 

Here is the correct translation of Father's remarks: 1:05:22 "I have raised [True] Mother. [If not for me,] 

there would not have been [Heavenly / True] Mother. There would not have been Rev. Moon's wife. 

 

This is enormous difference! You leave out [If not for me,] and replaces "there would not have been" with 

"there is no" and the whole meaning changes completely. And we see Sanctuary Church constantly doing 

such manipulations, reversing the meaning of all core teachings of True Father. 

 

In their desperate intention to discredit, slander and accuse True Mother falsely, Sanctuary Church 

members dare to mistranslate and manipulate Father's words. They do it on purpose, they do it 

systematically. How to trust people who without conscience use deceptive, misleading rumors to twist the 

truth? 

 

If they were sincere, they have to take into account the whole speech, not just few mistranslated words out 



 

 

of context. But in their attempt to mislead people they changed even the title of the speech: The official 

title being: "Inaugural speech of the Women Abel UN" vs Dr. Panzer translation, "True Father Abel UN", 

in the Sanctuary Church video. 

 

BUT do you SEE THE PATTERN? 

 

Hyung Jin is pointing something that is very important by twisting it: 

 

Until we research and fathom the real deep meaning of what Father was teaching us. 

 

Until we develop resistance to future misleading lies in that direction. 

 

At the same time pushing the negative members to extreme, where they become ridiculous. 

 

Reveling those who are implanted in the church with the purpose to destroy True Parents 

 

DON'T FORGET WE LIVE IN THE AGE WHERE GOD WANT'S TO CLEAN UP 

EVERYTHING 

 

At list we have to be grateful that they make us study more carefully what Father said about True Mother 

and True Parents. It reminds me of the Divine Principle explanation about the Pharaoh: Each time God 

hardened his heart with the end purpose to separate his people's heartistic connection to that evil culture. 

Father clearly said, we are holding on the very things that keep us under Satan, as if they are our only way 

to salvation. So difficult to give up on them. But Cheon Il Guk started; we have to! 

 

Fathers Last Public Speech 

 

Amazingly, in this very speech Father declares himself and Mother as the victorious True Parents that all 

mankind should follow: 

 

"What path does humankind need to take today? The problems afflicting humanity can only be 

resolved through the worldview of one family under God, which is the system of thought based 

on true love that my wife and I, the True Parents, have learned from Heaven and have 

championed and taught throughout our lives. These ideals alone represent the path that will lead 

humanity to a world of everlasting peace and happiness". 

 

In another part of the same speech True Father says: 

 

"It is a time for all people to be humbly obedient to Heaven's decree.. We need to devote 

ourselves completely with a life or death commitment for the remaining time under the guidance 

of True Parents, who are carrying out the providence on earth as the substantial selves of God, the 

King of peace". 

 

Father also testified about True Mother's personal victory: 

 

"Under True Mother as the victorious representative of the world's women, women can establish 

now the model of a true mother and true wife and form ideal families through a true love 

movement." 

 

Here, Father declared that he and his wife, Hak Ja Han, are inaugurating the Abel Women's United 

Nations: 

 

"As we usher in such a cosmically historic and revolutionary era of changes, my wife and I 

solemnly declare the inauguration of the Abel Women's United Nations". 

 

So as we read the whole speech we can understand that Father's unity with Mother in proclaiming that 

they are the victorious True Parents and substantial God. 

 

OUR ATTITUDE 

 

TAKE 100% RESPONSIBILITY TO SOLVE ANY PROBLEM 

 

We cannot resort to negativity. We only feel pain and sadness in our hearts. Everything we 

experience and see as a problem outside, only reflects something that we need to change and 

resolve within ourselves. We are all connected. Jesus said love your enemies. As Father explained 

in CSG: 

 

"I cannot tolerate such a thing as someone criticizing and deliberately attacking other members. If 



 

 

we wish to love the world, where should we begin to love? We should begin to love by loving 

each other....therefore we should love each other. It should be unbearable to live if we cannot see 

or meet each other... If we lose this bond, we are nothing at all." CSG 

 

Where Hyung Jin failed as Abel? He rebelled; criticized, deliberately attacking other members: 

 

"What is the secret in becoming an Abel figure? It is safeguarding the tradition. One who does not rebel 

even when facing death can become Abel... Therefore, even if you are pierced, you must not rebel." CSG 

 

Can Hyung Jin forgive? Can we forgive him? To dominate the world, we need to dominate ourselves. We 

are responsible for what our hearts generate and project, and should be only true love. Only when we 

vibrate with the resonance of God's true love all problems can be resolved. We know these sayings from 

Father; but do we have faith they are true? 

 

"The existence of our portion of responsibility was my discovery.. I discovered it through 

struggle. If this truth were discovered and disseminated the satanic world would totally collapse." 

CSG 

 

We have responsibility to keep faith in True Parents and restore the world. True Children also have their 

responsibility to be loyal to True Parents and inherit their absolute standard. And Father made it clear, his 

children should not create new ideology, "We should not accept anyone's unrighteous ideology. I cannot 

endorse (Hyung Jin's) ideology or anyone else's. There is only one ideology, that of the True Parents" 

(CSG). Let's be clear, any denial of True Parents is from Satan. 


